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Introduction
As the most commonly used communication tool,
the mobile phone has become an indispensable
part of our daily life. The surface of the mobile
phone as the main window of human-phone
interaction directly affects the user experience.

It is necessary to detect surface defects on the
production line in order to ensure the high quality of
the mobile phone. However, the existing mobile
phone surface defect detection is mainly done
manually. Currently, there are few automatic defect
detection methods to replace human eyes. How to
quickly and accurately detect the surface defects of
the mobile phone is an urgent problem to be solved.

Spatial Attention Module
The spatial attention module is connected after
each pyramid layer. The spatial attention can be
obtained by the following equation:

Results on MPSOSD Dataset 
We group models together if they have similar accuracy on the MPSOSD dataset, and compare the performance
between our EDD-Net and other detectors in each group. #Params and #FLOPs denote the number of
parameters and the number of multiply-adds. Notably, our EDD-Net achieves better accuracy and efficiency than
previous detectors on the MPSOSD dataset.

Conclusion
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GCSA-BiFPN
Based on the BiFPN module, GC module, and SA
module, the GCSA-BiFPN is built. GCSA-BiFPN
pays attention to the discriminative context and
spatial information, greatly improving the
performance.
As a specific example, here we describe the fused
features at level 6 for GCSA-BiFPN:

All the feature maps of other levels are constructed
in a similar manner.

Pipeline of EDD-Net
The input image first passes through a lightweight backbone network EfficientNet to extract features. Then, the
GCSA-BiFPN which consists of the bidirectional feature pyramid module, global context module, and spatial
attention module is proposed to obtain more discriminative features. Finally, a box/class prediction network is
used to achieve defect detection.

Results on DAGM2007 Dataset 
The dataset consists of 10 classes of the defect in
total, including 2100 defect images. Although the
defect data is artificially generated, it is similar to
the problem in the real world. Many types of defects
are very similar to the common defect types of
mobile phones.

Global Context Module
In BiFPN, the global context information can be
obtained by the following:
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